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FROM THE CHAIR
Fellow bridge players I hope everyone is well. Hopefully Covid
has died down a bit and we can relax. Most people I have spoken
to have had a booster vaccination as well now. To me BBO bridge
and bridge at clubs are going to co-exist from here on in. It is
good to see people live and catch up with their news but BBO has
a lot to offer and there is no doubt it is very convenient. You can
while away many an hour either playing with a regular partner
(socially or in a competition), practise your play out alone or
partner a robot or watch top level bridge. For those of us who live
alone it is wonderful to think we are exercising those little brain
cells while doing something we love.

Puzzle Solutions

I was looking through some bridge information sheets on good
habits recently and thought the following tips could prove
useful. Some are irrelevant when on BBO!
Count your cards face down before sorting to make sure you have 13 cards. (No need to at BBO - done
for you and trumps shoot themselves far left before start)
Decide on your bid before touching the bidding box. Important at BBO too so you don't press the keys
for a wrong bid!
Bid in tempo to avoid giving information. Yes this is vital with BBO too although we know
occasionally connectivity can be a problem.
Remember about alerting! Partner must do this at live bridge by using the alert card but self-alerting
is the way to go at BBO. Abbreviations can be used! Some bids especially have many meanings e.g. 2
diamonds is a classic one.
Treat partner well! No nasty comments at live bridge or in typing when using BBO. Always try to be
encouraging!

Lastly our very own Helen Kruger who is Secretary of the African Bridge Federation (ABF) is now a
member of the World Bridge Federation (WBF) Committee. This is a special honour and we
congratulate Helen on this fairly recent appointment. I am sure she will learn much about the
organisation of bridge in the many different bridge playing countries and be able to share this with us
here in South Africa
Yours in bridge,

Deirdre Ingersent


THE BRIDGE LOUNGE
by Jeff Sapire

Situations sometimes arise where one may not even be aware that something is about to happen. As
Terence Reese once remarked ‘no-one rang a bell’. This hand beat the defender at the table, and I
think would have beaten a lot more players. It’s a great hand – because it’s so easy on reflection but
yet so difficult in the heat of battle.

South
1
3

West
Dbl
P

North
1NT
4

East
P
All Pass

Opening Lead: K
Play:
Declarer took the ace of spades, and with two spade losers
and the diamond ace to lose on top, he played a small
diamond towards dummy at trick two. West followed low,
and that was the end of the defence. Declarer won the
queen of diamonds and pitched his two losing spades on the
A-K of clubs. He then played a heart off the table, with East correctly inserting the jack, and won with
the king. There were no more entries to dummy to play hearts again, but declarer was home now. He
played the ace of hearts and conceded two trump tricks and the ace of diamonds.

Of course, what went wrong was that West did not hop up quickly with the ace of diamonds at trick
two to cash his two winning spades. Looking at all four hands it’s very straightforward, but at the table
it’s so easy to go wrong. Why? Because it looks safe, and normal, to play ‘second hand low’ in order
not to allow declarer to establish the diamonds easily. But what the defender should have been asking
himself is this- “Why is declarer playing on diamonds in the first place? He (presumably) has a sure
entry in the club suit, and he must be planning to tackle trumps from the dummy to finesse through
partner. So why is he not crossing in the club suit?”
The answer, as we can see, is that declarer is not able to cross in the club suit, so his only chance is to
play a diamond up and pray. The more you think about it, the more clear it becomes that declarer
must be void in clubs, and that playing low will be fatal, allowing him two vital discards.
If West goes up with the ace of diamonds the contract can be beaten two tricks. After two high spades,
a diamond gives East a ruff, and he exits with the queen of hearts, keeping declarer out of dummy,
thus securing another trump trick for himself.
One further point: On the lead of the SK, east should drop the jack. This would either be a singleton
(or doubleton, or else a suit with J10x(xx). That would have help west to find the right defence.

About the Author:
Jeff Sapire, a top-class bridge-player in his own right, has represented South Africa. He teaches all
levels, these days on Zoom – beginner, intermediate, advanced and Workshops. To find out more
about his well-structured and informative lessons, contact him on jeffshirl@telkomsa.net, or call him
on 082 551 2526.


3RD APRIL LIVE RED POINT PAIRS EVENT
Report by Deirdre Ingersent
This event was a joint initiative of The Links in conjunction with the GBU. Sadly only 16 pairs actually
participated although more had initially entered. I was hoping more local players would attend
although I realised the date chosen was when our South African team ( composed of 6 Gauteng
players) would be competing for the Bermuda Bowl in Italy. But where were all the rest of our club
players?
Rob Stephens was, as always, our most efficient Tournament Organiser and Tournament Director. It
was an extremely popular format as a total round robin was used with 24 boards in the morning and a
further 21 in the afternoon. This has to give as fair a result as possible as each pair played all other
pairs.

Lotte Sorensen provided outstanding refreshments with morning and afternoon teas and a wonderful
lunch which had soup as well as roast chicken with a variety of salads. Prizegiving afterwards offered
a huge variety of drinks and yet more snacks!
Peta Feinstein, The Links Club Manager, spoke of the enormous contribution two individuals who
have recently passed away made to Gauteng bridge. Firstly, Joe Israeli-Zindel who had been an
invaluable member of the GBU Committee for many years with his vast knowledge of all bridge affairs
and his ability to conjure up sponsorships for several projects. Then Bernard Scop who was involved
with The Links from the beginning and had set up the computer programme used for booking in and
the setting up of the various sections which led to a well organised Saturday afternoon experience for
so many players. Peta held up a large photo of Bernard which will be proudly displayed at The Links.
Our thanks too to Joanne and Richard who have kept The Links going these past two years, both the
inside and the gardens.
All players thoroughly enjoyed their day. The atmosphere was friendly and it was such fun to speak to
fellow bridge players one had not seen in a long time. Tables were well spaced, the hall was
ventilated, masks and sanitising liquid in use and no-one was unhappy with any of the 'Covid' rules.
If you were not there you missed something special! Please come to our next one which will be held
later on this year. Also spread the word amongst your friends that the Saturday Afternoon Links
Experience is happening! R50 only for your play and tea/coffee and a biscuit or two. The Links
management would like numbers to increase so two sections can be set up!
Congratulations to the prizewinners:

1st
Duncan Craggs and Nathan Herscowitz/Norman Gibson

2nd
Gavin Kreuiter and Deirdre Ingersent
Special Prize
Shulla Israeli-Zindel and Doreen Cohen



NOVICE’S CORNER
Watch Your Entries and Exits
by Lisa Adamson
Unblocking
As declarer it is important to study how dummy combines with your hand to establish how many
guaranteed tricks you have. Usually one finds that there are fewer guaranteed tricks than the contract
requires.
So the next thing declarer must do is work out where extra tricks can be developed. One way of doing
this is to unblock the hand.
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KQ762
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10 8 7 2

Bidding:
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Lead 6

Rosebud and Bud were N-S playing this deal. Bud was not too perturbed by the lead, as he could
trump the third spade. He ruffed in the North hand and led a to 10 , which held.
He now paused to consider the situation. The heart suit was the only suit of value in North’s hand, but
it was blocked due to the singleton A in the South hand. Bud could not see an easy entry into
dummy’s hand.
In the hopes that the opposition would at some stage lead a heart for him to make his K and Q of , he
played the A at the 5th trick. He “unblocked” the suit.
Now Bud drew two rounds of trumps trapping East’s Q .
He then turned to Clubs. He played A . then small , losing to East’s K .
What could East do now? With only
East led a small .
10 tricks bid and made.

‘s and Q left in his hand, Bud heaved a sigh of relief when

Smiles and congratulations from Rosebud.
Riders:

1.

3

contract can, in fact be made. Can you see how?

2.

4

contract can be defeated. Can you see how?

The following deal illustrates an unblocking technique that is often missed:
Bidding:
10 x x
KQxx
Jxxx
xx

AQxxx
AJ
10 x x
KQx

W

N

E

P
P

P
P

1

S
P
P

Lead 6

A hasty declarer will be delighted with the lead, winning with J After losing a few tricks to N and S,
East realises the awful truth that he has K, Q in dummy, but no way of getting to them!
Had he stopped to see how his hand and dummy’s “dovetailed”, he would have unblocked the H suit
by winning the 6 lead with his A . Now he would have the J to lead to dummy’s K and Q . At
worst he makes 3 tricks, and at best the hearts are evenly split and he makes 4 tricks.
About the Author
Lisa Adamson has been teaching bridge since 2017, concentrating mainly on beginners and helping
“rusty” players find their way into the game again. Many of these players now belong to clubs and are
playing confidently on BBO and RealBridge.


SID’S QUIZ
by Sid Ismail

This hand comes from a game played at Benoni Northerns club.
N-S are playing Precision. 1D was 2+ “approach.” You are sitting West.

QUIZ: What do you lead?
A diamond lead can be fatal: a small diamond costs a trick if declarer has the knave and dummy the
king; the DQ also costs a trick if declarer has the king and dummy the knave; the DA is bad if declarer
has K-J-x.
Oh dear... what do we do?
About the Author:
Sid Ismail runs pairs tournaments on BBO every Wednesday and Friday at 14h00. For more
information, contact him on 082 411 9900 or visit www.elsid.co.za. SABF Masterpoints can be
earned!


TWO MORE DEFENCE POINTERS
Researched by Deirdre Ingersent

1. Transforming a presumably useless trump into a powerful weapon. This happens more often in
play than one would think.
Example:

The opponents are in 4 spades and your partner is on
lead. Partner leads the King hearts followed by the Ace
and you high-low with your 9 hearts and then 2. Now p
leads a heart to Dummy's Queen and you trump with
your 8 spades. This 8 spades forces declarer to use his
Queen which ensures partner has a sure fire trump trick
as he holds J103. There is no way declarer can avoid
losing a diamond so a contract which looks sound will
be defeated. NOTE that if you trumped with your small
2 spades declarer happily goes over with his 4 trumps
keeping his Queen safe. Now after drawing trumps and
surrendering to A D he makes 4 spades.

2. Clever use of high cards when opponents are finessing!
Example

Declarer is playing this side suit in a trump contract. He leads from his hand and finesses the Q. Now
in dummy he plays A and you must play K which he knows you hold. Declare now may try a ruffing
finesse against partner's supposed J. If he does you will win your J. If you had played J instead of K,
declarer could not go wrong. He would know you still have K. Next he ruffs 9 and your K is
underneath and he has his 10 as a trick.
Another example

Declarer leads the 3 and finesses the J which holds. On A lead play Queen. Declarer may now finesse
partner for 10 which gives you a trick instead. Of course partner may be smart too and play 4 then 2
so Declarer is thinking that he had 4 cards originally.

These are subtle things and I find it helps to understand them better if you get a set of cards and lay
them out and move them according to the example.


STOP PLEASE!
As Recounted by Diana Boudewijns

As most players do, I learned bridge by going for a few lessons before being sent off to a club to get
more experience. My partner at the time and I found everything rather amusing, being young and
energetic 20-something women.
Arriving at the club, full of nerves and giggles, we were unfamiliar with bidding boxes, the rules of
silence and club etiquette. Nevertheless, we were enjoying ourselves and at one point found ourselves
sitting at a table with our opponents being a rather experienced player and his partner.
As the bidding goes round, he makes his bid and then puts out the STOP card. I stare at it, look at my
equally befuddled partner, and then ask him, “What does the STOP card mean?”
“You have to ask my partner.”
I turn to his partner, a woman with long blonde hair hiding most of her face as she stares intently at
her cards.
“What does that card mean, please?”
She mumbles something.
“I’m sorry, I can’t hear you.”
Mumbling.
I look at my partner who shrugs. With nothing else for it, I ask again.
“Please repeat it, I didn’t quite catch that.”
“You have to wait ten seconds.”
“Ten seconds or ten minutes, I still won’t know what it means!” Calamity! My partner and I are both
rocking in our chairs in fits of giggles, the regular players at the club are shushing us and every time
they do we laugh a bit more, and the STOP card is still lying on the table to set us off every time we
look at it.
Of course, many years later, the STOP card rules have fallen away, but my first foray into club level
bridge will always be fondly remembered every time I see mention of that little red card.



PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
SID’S QUIZ

We steer away from a diamond lead and lead partner’s suit instead! We choose the HQ!
Dummy shows up with:
Q865
1043
K84
AJ4
Declarer ducks your HQ lead. What do you play now?
Partner is marked with a few goodies as they stopped short of game. Thus partner will get in
sometime. We hope it will be sooner than later.
Switch to the DQ!
When partner gets in, partner will return her second diamond capturing the knave and allowing you
to score four diamond tricks.
Well done if you got this right.



